**Important Notes:** Please read entire guide before beginning fixture installation.

- Finished surfaces are easily scratched. Keep the fixture in its packaging to protect finish while preparing installation.
- Wall mounting hardware is not included due to the wide variety of wall materials. Customer should determine the appropriate anchoring hardware for their specific needs. #10 mounting hardware is required to withstand at least 20 lb (9.1 kg).
- Integrated LED light source included in LED fixture version. No maintenance required.
- T5 fluorescent lamp is not included in fluorescent fixture version. See fixture label to verify lamp type.
- For use with a 4 in (102 mm) or standard, smaller round or octagonal, recessed, exterior junction box.
- For installation by a qualified electrician familiar with the construction and operation of luminaire electrical systems and the hazards involved. Must be installed and wired in accordance with all local and national electrical codes.

**Components included:**

- Fixture
- Lamp Cover (removable for fluorescent models only)
- 8-32 x 3/8 in (13 mm) screw (4 ft fixture only, pre-installed in fixture)
- Wing nut (5 ft fixture only, pre-installed in fixture)
- Wire connectors
- Template

**Tools required:**

- #2 Phillips head screw driver
- Awl
- Level
- Wire stripper
- Tape measure
- Removable tape
1. Turn off the circuit breaker.

WARNING: Shock Hazard. May result in serious injury or death. Turn off power to all feeds before wiring or servicing.

2. A. Loosen 2 captive locking screws and rotate mounting plate out of way.
   B. Remove two #8 screws and cover plate.

3. Remove cross-bar (if present) and connecting screws from junction box - 4 in (102 mm) or standard, smaller octagonal or round.

4. Wall mount in vertical position only.
   Position hole pattern template (provided) over center of junction box and line up the “Level Reference Line” of the template with a level. Make sure template is vertical. Secure template to wall by taping the four corners.

Note: The wall surface should be smooth and flat in the area where the template will be used.
5. Mark the center of the 4 screw mount positions. Remove the template.

6. Install anchoring hardware (not provided) according to hardware manufacturer’s recommendations. Install the screws in the anchors leaving a minimum of 1/4 in (6 mm) between the screw heads and the wall (#10 hardware recommended).

7. Unscrew the gasketed cover plate and slide it aside to be reinstalled in Step 8. Slip the mounting plate over the anchor screws and tighten the screws. Make sure a good seal is made between the mounting plate gasket and junction box.
8. Pull the wiring from the junction box and secure the correct wires from the fixture to the corresponding junction box wires with wire connectors. Push the wires into the junction box and re-attach the gasket and cover plate with screws.

Note: Fixture shown unmounted for clarity.

9. Re-attach the cover using the 8-32 screws previously removed.
10. (Fluorescent models only)
If LED model, skip to step 11.
A. Install a fluorescent lamp (not provided) according to the type specified on fixture label.
B. Slightly pinch the lamp cover to fit under all the lamp cover retainers.
C. Install the screws (4 ft fixture) or wing nuts (5 ft fixture).

11. Close the fixture against the wall and tighten the locking screws.

12. Turn on the power.
Ballast replacement (fluorescent sconce only)

*Before starting contact Lutron at fixtures@lutron.com*

**Note:** Ballast should be changed by a licensed electrician.

**Note:** For LED driver replacement, please contact fixtures@lutron.com for details.

**Tools required:**
- #2 Phillips head screw driver
- 11/32" Nut driver

1. Turn off circuit breaker.

**WARNING:** Shock Hazard. May result in serious injury or death. Turn off power to all feeds before wiring or servicing.

2. Loosen the locking screws and open fixture.

3. Remove ONLY the fasteners on the outside perimeter edge of the reflector.

   - 5 ft Fixture (20 fasteners)
   - 4 ft Fixture (8 fasteners)

4. Remove the shell.

**Note:** The outer shell is heavy. This procedure requires 2 people.
5. Put the shell on a cloth to protect the finish while replacing the ballast.

6. Change the ballast.

7. Replace the shell and reinstall the fasteners that were previously removed.

8. A. Close the fixture against wall and tighten the locking screws.
   B. Turn on power.
Fluorescent lamp replacement - Refer to fixture label for proper replacement bulb.

1. Turn off the circuit breaker and the light switch.

   WARNING: Shock Hazard. May result in serious injury or death. Turn off power to all feeds before wiring or servicing.

2. Loosen the locking screws and open the fixture.

3. Remove the screws (4 ft fixture) or wing nuts (5 ft fixture). Slightly pinch bulb cover from under all screw heads to remove.

4. A. Change the lamp.
   B. To reinstall the lamp cover slightly pinch the lamp cover to fit under all the lamp cover retainers.
   C. Install the screws (4 ft fixture) or wing nuts (5 ft fixture).
5. Close the fixture against wall and tighten the locking screws.

6. Turn on the power

Limited Warranty
For warranty details, see www.lutron.com/TechnicalDocumentLibrary/3683454.pdf

Trademarks
IVALO, IVALO Lighting (registered in the U.S. only), Aliante, Lutron, and ©Lutron are registered trademarks of Lutron Electronics Co., Inc.

For Help
For help with applications or installations, please contact us at 610.282.7472 or fixtures@lutron.com
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